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Abstract: Informal Green Spaces (IGS) in towns and cities are areas of varied appearance, representing
a wide range of aesthetic values. In this study, we have focused on how users perceive such space
and which elements match some particular values. Based on the analysis of photographic images
taken by chosen IGS visitors, the technique called Visitor-Employed Photography (VEP), we elicited
three primary groups of IGS images, namely landscape, scenery, and special elements. It is possible
to define several visual structures in each category, with highly preferable spatial fragments and
particular attributes. They are aesthetic prototypes, centers of aesthetic preferences among users of
informal green areas. Recognizing proximity to the preference core allows us to define the preferred
IGS landscape aesthetics. Based on the data collected, we have concluded that IGS users prefer vast
grass areas, dense groups of trees and shrubs, water, and the absence of anthropogenic elements.

Keywords: city greenery; aesthetic preferences; visitor-employed photography; hotspot analysis;
bottom-up greenery; informal park

1. Introduction

Landscapes are visually represented in paintings, drawings, and both professional
and amateur photography. They are represented through an accepted set of particular
elements unique to particular landscapes. They are universal and widely accepted. An
observer can easily see what type of landscape is represented: lowlands, seaside, small
town, urban, etc. Visitors generally view landscapes as stunning or valuable. Among
different types of landscapes, urban wastelands are a relatively new type of landscape,
gaining growing interest. Numerous studies have examined their environmental value and
role in ecosystems to conclude that while experiencing environmental decline, such areas
ought to be appreciated, maintained, and properly managed [1–4].

However, few studies devoted to urban wasteland have explored the aesthetic pref-
erences of visitors. For this reason, the present paper looks at the Informal Green Space
(IGS) in this context. Informal Green Spaces are defined as urban green areas that are not
intentionally designed or maintained by public administration but are used by residents
as open recreational areas. The authors of the present study are exploring the extent to
which IGS contributes to the overall aesthetics of urban green areas. Considering the
environmental specificity, which, following Ingo Kowarik, can be referred to as the “fourth
nature” [1,2], the question arises as to whether IGS changes the aesthetic experience of
visitors significantly. Urban green spaces are primarily designed based on coherence and
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legibility. Therefore, it would appear that an undesignated, fourth-nature landscape could
enhance the aesthetic experience by adding comprehensiveness and mystery.

Green spaces within urban landscapes are part of the Urban Green Infrastructure, a
strategically planned network of parks, gardens, and forests, as well as urban wastelands,
brownfields, or informal green spaces (IGS) [5,6]. Well-designed urban green spaces have
been found to enhance biodiversity and reduce pollution while also positively impacting
human health and well-being [7–9]. The quality of informal green spaces close to residential
sites, which are managed in a new, sustainable way, fits in with the sustainable development
goal of “sustainable life on land” to protect, restore, and promote the sustainable use of
terrestrial ecosystems (Goal 15). The protection of biodiversity and ecosystems provided
by IGS, which is indicated by the objectives of the European Green Deal, is also central
to “climate actions” (Goal 13). Also, given the scarcity of available green spaces in cities,
IGS satisfies Goal 3: “Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being”. In a situation of
shrinking urban financial resources linked to the anticipated general economic downturn
and a gradual reduction in the availability of funds, IGS is a sustainable alternative to
classically developed public green spaces—parks, squares, and public gardens.

Proper planning and design of these areas require that users’ preferences be consid-
ered. Preferences vary among different users. Some studies suggest some general patterns,
e.g., the value of the area’s naturalness [10–12] or the presence of water [13]. Other impor-
tant aspects are also maintenance, cleanliness, and the presence of equipment or facilities
(for instance, for the feeling of safety) [14,15].

Constituting a particular type of Green Infrastructure, IGS has been studied and
evaluated more frequently as being significant to urban ecosystems and their users. The
research shows IGS are of great value for environmental and social reasons. From the point
of view of natural science studies, the essence of IGS was noticed because of its general
ecological values [16–19], the study of environmental succession [20,21], and its positive
impact on urban biodiversity [22].

From the social point of view, IGS stands out due to its specific methods of use [23–26].
It does matter to what extent they are managed, considering micro-scale actions as parts of
projects positively affecting the intensity of use [27]. Because of the users’ preferences, it
is vital to spot the differences between formal and informal greenery [28]. A comparison
indicates the essential “naturalness/natural character” of IGS as opposed to the artificial
character of formal green areas. In other studies, the users indicate that aspects such
as wilderness, uniqueness, views, and artlessness are essential, but they also indicate
some social aspects as essential. The surveys show that dwellers generally accepted
urban wastelands as recreational areas that did not require much maintenance and were
easily accessible.

Analysis of IGS images highlights the areas valued by the users for “naturalness”,
access, and absence of imposed aesthetics [2,29,30]. Other researchers [31] studied the
aesthetics of degraded areas but only in post-industrial areas and through the summation
of design interventions. There is no research presenting the aesthetic preferences of IGS.

The Context of Warsaw

Informal green spaces in Warsaw, full of biodiversity and cultural values [1], are used
by inhabitants recreationally and perceived as being very attractive. The Vistula river is
the main element of the blue infrastructure in the city, and its preserved oxbow lakes and
partially preserved valleys of other minor rivers are the most significant accompanying
elements, so researchers have focused mainly on them [32,33]. The results of a questionnaire
study on the perception of the Vistula Valley landscape by Warsaw residents confirmed
that the Varsovians appreciated the naturalness of this landscape [34,35].

Considering the harsh competition related to urban plots, it is extremely difficult
to persuade municipalities and private owners’ representatives to protect the area that
has the potential to become a lucrative source of income. Nevertheless, there are still
some unused areas designated to become formal greenery. In Warsaw, they account for
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12% of the city’s area (semi-natural greenery (10%) and vacant land (2%)), as set out in the
Study of Conditions and Directions for Spatial Development, the document preceding the
Zoning Plan concerning parklands [36]. How they will be managed depends on municipal
administration guidelines and designers’ creativity. Using, maintaining, and protecting
these environmental and social assets is crucial. Our study is dedicated to such areas.

Throughout our research, we searched for archetypical images and visual representa-
tions of IGS, which constituted their aesthetics. We believe this allowed us to define the
aesthetic expectations toward the landscape. Consequently, we can learn which sites and
elements should be exposed while planning, designing, and managing IGS. Additionally,
aesthetic expectations can be compared with the requirements of the environment, detecting
some potential spots of co-existence or conflict between wildlife and users’ preferences.

For all the reasons mentioned above, our research aims to define characteristics of
informal green spaces, namely the elements of landscape that appeal to their users. The
task was accomplished by answering the following issues:

Q1/ Which elements make up the environments that IGS users choose?
Q2/ Which of these elements are most frequent?
Q3/ Can these elements be classified in repetitive, universal patterns?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Procedure

The research framework answered the questions mentioned above in two main stages.
In Stage 1, within selected IGS in Warsaw, the respondents took photographs of the

sites they preferred or found most beautiful. Then, the images were mapped using their
coordinates, which allowed the identification of the most attractive places, the so-called
Perceptually Exciting Nodes (PEN).

In Stage 2, the photos from PEN areas were analyzed using the content analysis
method, which categorized favorite groups of landscape elements using tags. The resulting
matrix of tags was subjected to statistical analysis to extract centers of aesthetic preference
(Figure 1).
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2.2. Study Areas Selection

The study was conducted in 25 informal green areas in nine Warsaw districts (Figure 2).
The character of the spots/sites varies. It includes small greeneries located inside some
residential estates and vast territories of riparian forests on the Vistula riverside. The areas
span between 0.72 ha and 77.9 ha. The average size amounts to 14.5 ha. The total area
comprises 362.59 ha. To avoid any result distortion on account of the size diversity of the
studied plots and the different number of images taken by the respondents, our material
for the study included several spots preferred by respondents, presented in 23,171 images.
The areas were chosen based on the following criteria:

- would-be parklands according to zoning plans (Study of Conditions and Directions
for Spatial Development);

- easily accessible areas (not gated);
- close proximity (up to 500 m) to the already existing residential investments;
- natural coverage as a result of natural succession.
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Figure 2. Study areas on the Warsaw map. 1—Kanal Olszynka, 2—Siarczana, 3—“Siekierki” on the
Vistula river, 4—“Żoliborz” on the Vistula river, 5—Lasek Bemowski, 6—Młociny, 7—“Tarchomin”
on the Vistula river, 8—Kazurka Hill, 9—Sielecki Channel, 10—“Żerań” on the Vistula river,
11—Zerański Channel, 12—Bema Fort, 13—near Wolski Cemetery, 14—Glinianka Schneidra,
15—Ursus market place, 16—Odolany 1, 17—Odolany 2, 18—Okęcie Fort, 19—Pole Mokotowskie-
Skra, 20—Dolna, 21—Potoki, 22—Kozia Hill, 23—Sadyba Psi Nieużytek, 24—Sadyba 2nd Pond,
25—Warsaw Uprising Mound.
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2.3. Stage 1 of the Study
2.3.1. Visitor-Employed Photography

The Visitor-Employed Photography (VEP) technique has been applied in aesthetic
preference studies of landscape areas comprising parklands and nature reserves for almost
50 years [37–40]. It has also been successfully used in urban studies for both built-up
areas and open spaces—municipal forests [41] and parks [42,43]. The VEP study has been
carried out to spot the preferences of tourists [40,44,45] and dwellers (Residents Employed
in Photography, REP) [46,47]. It was also applied to involve inhabitants in planning
processes [48].

The VEP survey is based on employing a group of people to take photographs in
one area following defined research criteria that usually concern the positive and negative
assessment of landscapes. The method creators have proved that certain spots, motifs, and
scenes are inclined to appear repetitively in photos taken by different people, making it
possible to distinguish the common range of respondents’ aesthetic preferences by spotting
repetitive elements (qualitative aspect of study), counting them, and consequently conduct-
ing a statistical analysis (quantitative aspect) [37]. As a result, qualitative and quantitative
data regarding common aesthetic preferences are collected most directly without involving
middlemen such as interviewers, structured forms, or even a respondent’s memory [49].
The so-called photovoice enables reaching automatic, personal preferences (and not the
expected or commonly regarded ones) due to its non-discursive and immediate charac-
ter [38,39]. Another advantage of the method is its inclusivity and strong link with the
studied area. Unlike in ex-situ methods (interviews, SBE), where there is no direct contact
with a wide landscape [41], VEP studies take place directly on-site.

Our respondents were asked to take several strolls across the 25 studied areas in all
seasons (winter, spring, summer, and autumn). While walking, their task was to take
images of sites they liked and estimate which of them brought positive feelings. The
number of photographs was not limited [47]. In the process, smartphones with MyTracks
(IOS) or Locus Map (Android) applications were used to take georeferenced images. Before
each season started, the participants received detailed guidelines with technical information
on the software, how to move across the areas, and the deadlines.

In the study, a group of 25 people was recruited and split into:

(a) those still seeking their professional identity and stabilization in the labor market.
Ages between 19 and 34 (13 people).

(b) those with a stabilized position in terms of family and work. Ages between 35 and 55
(12 people).

Representatives of the 55+ age group were not recruited for the study due to the
difficult field conditions associated with the lack of IGS development. Women constituted
56% of participants, and men 44%.

2.3.2. Hotspot Analysis

In our study, we employed the hotspot analysis (HS) method to identify Perceptually
Exciting Nodes (PEN) [37] on the studied surfaces. To accomplish this, we analyzed
hotspots based on data obtained from the VEP method, which allowed us to create a point
layer representing the geotagged photographs taken. Each point was assigned a weight
based on the number of photographs taken by individual respondents. Points associated
with individuals who tended to take more photographs were assigned lower weights than
those from respondents who took fewer photographs. To estimate the spatial density of
these points, we utilized the Spatial KDE library in R, which allowed us to calculate the
kernel density estimation. This algorithm generated a raster product representing the
density of points ranging from 0 to 45 (Figure 3). For further analysis of the photo contents,
we selected only those photographs whose hotspot raster values exceeded the mean value
of the entire population (43.73).
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This approach provided valuable insights into the spatial distribution of Perceptually
Exciting Nodes based on the density of 762 photographs taken by different respondents.

2.4. Stage 2 of the Study
2.4.1. Contents Analysis

The analysis of the photographic content that made up the PEN was implemented in
two steps. In the first step, each image was analyzed for its composition. In the second,
we focused on particular, repetitive groups of elements that were tagged in each photo.
In Step 2, all the photographs (692) were content analyzed and tagged with landscape ele-
ments. Two individuals carried out the content analysis. The images bringing controversy
were discussed in the presence of a third researcher, and consecutively, a final decision was
made about which tag was to be assigned to an image.

In Step 1, the photographs were divided into three groups of compositions (Figure 4):

- “landscape”—when an image embraced a wide sight, encompassing landscape in
three plans, with visible elements in the background (145 photos);

- “scenery”—those focusing on chosen elements such as trees, shrubs, plants, paths and
others (415 photos);

- “special elements”—the spots where one element, such as a tree, shrub, plant, or
facility, dominates the frame (132 photos).
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The pre-selection made us reject 70 photographs in a macro mode made up of zoom-
ins of plant parts (particular flowers, tree bark texture, close-ups of insects, and elements
of architecture taking the whole image). They did not depict the environment but only
zoomed in on a small detail occupying the whole frame, so it is difficult to talk about the
universal patterns consisting of particular elements based on them.

In Step 2, all the photographs (692) were content analyzed and tagged with landscape
elements (please see supplementary materials). The tags (Figure 5) were divided into the
following categories:

1/ elements of anthropogenic origin encompassing the elements placed by human ac-
tivities like municipal workers or as a part of planned land management “Human
top-down”. Five tags were distinguished within the group:

- facilities—benches and other outdoor furniture, outdoor gym, info boards;
- technical infrastructure—high voltage pillars, electric and gas facilities (boxes),

street lamps;
- roads—walkways and roads for vehicles;
- urban surroundings—cityscape visible in the background, different types of

built-up areas;
- ruins—ruins of buildings.

2/ a group of elements of anthropocentric origin placed spontaneously by its users—“Human
bottom-up”. Three tags were distinguished in this category:

- territorial constructions—built in the ground by users’ bike circuits or areas
redeveloped by users for another purpose;

- territorial markers—graffiti, murals, and other signs of territoriality;
- bottom-up facilities—self-made benches and other outdoor self-made furniture;
- bottom-up roads—informal paths and other self-made surfaces.

3/ a group of natural elements (“Nature”) with 10 tags as follows:

- water—natural or artificial water containers—a river, a lake, a pond;
- fauna—birds or other animals;
- lawn—mowed lawn;
- meadow—habitat of different (at least two) grass species and/or plants, not mowed;
- monoculture meadow—monoculture of grass and/or plants, not mowed;
- dense trees—dense stalks of trees and shrubs, no visible gaps between treetops;
- loose trees—some separated trees with visible gaps between their treetops;
- dense shrubs—dense stalks of shrubs, no visible gaps between their upper parts;
- single plant—single tree, shrub, or plant;
- dead tree—decaying tree or its thick branch or trunk.

To verify the adopted division of images into “landscape”, “scenery”, and “special
elements” categories, we conducted a chi-square test. We tested the “null” hypothesis,
which assumes that the elements captured in the photographs are not related to the im-
age category. The outcome was empirical values of test statistics and their likelihood.
X-squared = 136.32, df = 20, p-value ≈ 0.000. The results indicate that the zero hypotheses
must be rejected in favor of an alternative hypothesis. This suggests that the characteris-
tics being studied are interdependent, meaning the presence of distinguished elements
depends on the image category. In the next step, we checked whether the distribution of
photographed elements in particular categories was satisfactory. The “zero” hypothesis
was rejected in each category, demonstrating a significant variation in the distribution of
analyzed elements among the different categories (Table 1).
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being studied are interdependent, meaning the presence of distinguished elements 
depends on the image category. In the next step, we checked whether the distribution of 
photographed elements in particular categories was satisfactory. The “zero” hypothesis 
was rejected in each category, demonstrating a significant variation in the distribution of 
analyzed elements among the different categories. (Table 1) 

Table 1. Comparison of photographed elements distributions in particular categories. 

Zero Hypothesis Outcome of Chi-Square  
Compliance Test 

H0: distribution of photographed elements in 
“landscape” and “scenery” is compliant 

X-squared = 183.59, df = 10  
p-value ≈ 0.000 

H0: distribution of photographed elements in 
“landscape” and “special element” is compliant 

X-squared = 208.64, df = 10 
p-value ≈ 0.000 

H0: distribution of elements photographed in 
“scenery” and “special element” is compliant 

X-squared = 89.522, df = 10 
p-value ≈ 0.000 

Figure 5. A default images with tagged elements: (1a)—facilities; (1b)—tech. infrastructure;
(1c)—roads; (1d)—urban surroundings; (1e)—ruins; (2a)—territorial constructions; (2b)—territorial
markers; (2c)—bottom-up facilities; (2d)—bottom-up roads; (3a)—water; (3b)—fauna; (3c)—lawn;
(3d)—meadow; (3e)—monoculture meadow; (3f)—dense trees; (3g)—loose trees; (3h)—dense shrubs;
(3i)—single plant; (3j)—dead tree.
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Table 1. Comparison of photographed elements distributions in particular categories.

Zero Hypothesis Outcome of Chi-Square Compliance Test

H0: distribution of photographed elements in
“landscape” and “scenery” is compliant

X-squared = 183.59, df = 10
p-value ≈ 0.000

H0: distribution of photographed elements in
“landscape” and “special element” is compliant

X-squared = 208.64, df = 10
p-value ≈ 0.000

H0: distribution of elements photographed in
“scenery” and “special element” is compliant

X-squared = 89.522, df = 10
p-value ≈ 0.000

2.4.2. Identification of Landscape Patterns with the Use of Statistical Methods of
Categorizing Objects

To categorize the images based on certain elements, we applied the cluster analysis,
namely the k-medoids method. Speaking broadly, in focus analysis, one can distinguish
two stages, i.e., measuring proximity between categorized objects—photographs based on
characteristics values (quantitative and qualitative) and, subsequently, the appliance of
proper method spotting the level of similarity. Due to nominal variables, we used the Sokal
& Michener methods in our study.

The method of putting objects into clusters is commonly applied in marketing research
(e.g., market segmentation). Still, it can be used in studies on universal features of landscape.
A good example is the case where the authors have elaborated a set of criteria enabling
them to make a quality ranking of urban landscape followed by making comparisons of
different urban areas based, among others, on the cluster analysis applying hierarchical
and non-hierarchical methods [50]. In another study, different forms of categorizing were
compared to define landscape types, including the Jaccard index and k-means cluster
analysis [51]. The k-means method implemented in machine learning algorithms was
also applied to define desired plant landscape types in the process of urban planning [52].
Another example is the application of multidimensional cluster analysis (CLARA algorithm)
to put landscape objects in groups with information on forest patterns [53]. The above-
mentioned research examples indicate that object grouping methods can be successfully
applied to analyze and label landscape types. Our approach, which combines the analysis
of some particular elements in the images along with the methods of grouping objects, is a
good contribution to that kind of study.

We defined the proximity in the first analysis stage using the Sokol & Michener method.
In theory, plenty of measures are applied to define the similarity level among the objects
characterized by binary variables. One of the most popular ones is the Sokol & Michener
ratio, which can be expressed in the form of an equation [54]:

SM = (a_11 + a_00)/(a_11 + a_10 + a_01 + a_00)

where a_11—is a sequence of positive links between objects (given attribute is found
in both objects), a_10—number of inadequacies (given attribute is found only with the
first object), a_01—number of inadequacies (given attribute is only assigned to the first
object), a_00—several negative links between objects (given attribute not found with any of
the objects).

One can conclude from the above remarks that the similarity of objects is defined as
possessing a given characteristic value and not possessing a given characteristic value. The
Sokol & Michener similarity ratio is within the range of [0, 1], where 1 is the most likely and
0 is the least possible. The higher the ratio is, the more inseparable the attributes are (the
appearance of one attribute accompanies the arrival of another, and the absence of a given
attribute is parallel for both objects). The reverse situation is found in the interpretation of
the Sokol & Michener ratio expressed as

d(x_1,x_2) = 1 − SM
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The measure above was used in the further step to group images in clusters. For this
reason, the k-medoids method was applied, which is based on searching such k-medoids
(i.e., objects representing cluster core) among the analyzed objects to reduce the total
proximity of all elements that are not medoids from the nearest medoids. The cluster
comprises a medoid and objects located in its nearest proximity. The algorithm applied to
spot medoids is, among others, PAM. (Partitioning Around Medoids). Broadly speaking,
the algorithm is made up of the following steps [54,55]:

- BUILD: stage—defining the number of k-type clusters, the choice of initial objects
being medoids, as well as assigning the most similar objects to particular medoids
(attention: the choice of initials medoids can be random or not-random);

- SWAP: stage—improving the first stage assignment by applying all the combinations
of object pairs medoid—non-medoid.

The aim of the algorithm is to minimize the average proximity between objects and
their nearest medoid. Equally, the total gap between objects and their nearest medoid can be
minimized. After grouping, the outcome quality must be estimated. To do so, the so-called
silhouette method was applied to estimate whether a given object was rightly assigned to a
given group. The outcome emerging from using the k-medoid method is juxtaposed with
the hierarchical method of grouping objects—the Ward Method. Calculations were made
in the R Studio program using cluster, stats, and Mercator packages. It made it possible to
distinguish groups—universal landscape patterns.

3. Results
3.1. Stage 1

The participants of the VEP study took 23,171 photos altogether. The hotspot analysis
indicated 42 PEN comprised of 762 photographs that constituted analysis material in the
second research stage.

3.2. Stage 2
3.2.1. Content Analysis

Table 2 presents the most and least frequent elements in each photo. In the photographs
under the “landscape” composition group, the most frequent elements are “water”, and
the least frequent are “roads”. In the images under the “scenery” composition group—the
most frequent elements are “dense shrubs”, and the least frequent is “dead trees”. In the
photographic images under the “special element” composition group, “single plant” is the
most frequent, and “bottom-up facilities” are the least. That allowed us to define specific
landscape compositions and what constructed them in each IGS, allowing further design
and management implications.

Table 2. The most (bolded) and the least (in italics) frequently occurring elements/tags in the
categories: “landscape”, “scenery”, and “special element”.

Group Number Tagged Element Landscape
(145)

Scenery
(415)

Special
Element

(132)

Human
top-down

1a facilities 15 40 8

1b tech. infrastructure 43 40 6

1c roads 2 17 2

1d urban surroundings 33 40 6

1e ruins 3 16 7
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Table 2. Cont.

Group Number Tagged Element Landscape
(145)

Scenery
(415)

Special
Element

(132)

Human
bottom-up

2a territorial
constructions 5 17 2

2b bottom-up facilities 7 15 1

2c bottom-up roads 5 98 4

Nature

3a water 114 134 26

3b fauna 9 15 4

3c lawn 40 191 25

3d meadow 55 134 35

3e monoculture
meadow 59 93 23

3f dense trees 110 193 26

3g loose trees 30 158 31

3h dense shrubs 54 207 35

3i single plant 3 24 48

3j dead tree 10 8 5

In places where respondents appreciated “landscape” composition, the open view
and water view were important elements, allowing a broader view; however, the view of
dense trees was also appreciated. In the composition group that was more focused on the
particular “scenery”, respondents focused mainly on natural elements—dense shrubs and
dense trees. However, elements such as lawns, meadows, water, and loose trees were also
appreciated. This group also valued human bottom-up elements such as informal roads
or paths. In some areas, respondents photographed special elements, especially natural
elements, such as single plants.

3.2.2. Statistical Analysis

Based on the Sokol & Michener proximity matrix in three groups of images (“land-
scape”, “scenery”, and “special elements”), the Ward Trees were constructed, which allowed
us to conduct entry-level cluster estimation, their amount and the number of images in
each cluster. Moving on from the lowest level of the dendrogram upwards, the similarity
level between analyzed images decreases, and some new attributes appear in the images.
The issue can be perceived from two different perspectives. At first, by analyzing the
images, they usually possess 1–2 attributes (for instance, in the special element group,
there are plenty of images with a single plant in them). The second approach, however,
involves analyzing images that are further away from each other but still in the same cluster.
These photographs have a higher number of attributes, typically 3–6, and what is more,
they share the same attributes that are remarkable for a given cluster. In the following
step, the k-medoid algorithm was applied regarding the distance matrix. Since the visible
division into clusters in particular groups (landscape, special elements, and scenery) was
not obvious, which resulted from their dichotomous traits, the so-called silhouette criterion
was applied to define the cluster number. The group quality observed in the charts in the
coordinate system was assessed using the expert method. The newly created groups were
characterized by the overrepresentation of some attributes, which is presented in the bar
graph (Figures 6–8).
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In the “landscape” group that is divided into three sets, there are mostly images
with group tags of natural elements (“Nature”). The most popular tags are “dense trees”,
“meadow”, “mono-meadow”, and “loose trees” (the third set and “dense shrubs”—the first
set in the landscape group). In this group, facilities are less important; the most crucial are
“roads” and “technical infrastructure”. Water plays a significant role, which is visible in
Sets 1 and 2. In the center of the images are water reservoirs, flat grass areas, meadows and
sand accompanying meadows, tall trees, and groups of dense shrubs (Figure 6).

The outcome is similar in the “scenery group” divided into five sets. There are mainly
found images with tags from” natural elements (“Nature”) group. The most popular tags
are “dense trees”, “mono-meadow”, “dense shrubs”, “lawn”, and “loose trees” in the third
set and “dense shrubs”—the first set in the “landscape” group. In this group, facilities also
play the smallest role.

Water is present, too, but apart from Set 1, it is never found in most images. In Sets 2–5,
it is equally represented with “technical infrastructure” and does not appear in images in
the sets’ centers (Figure 7).

In the “special element” group that is divided into three sets, like in previous groups,
there are mainly images with tags from natural elements (“Nature”) groups. The most
popular tags are “dense trees” and “meadow” (cluster 1), “single plant” (Set 2), as well
as “loose trees” and lawns (the third Set). In the facilities group, they are of minor impor-
tance; the most crucial are “roads” and “ruins”. Water is present in clusters 1 and 3 but
does not play a significant role here. The images in the middle of sets present flowers,
unusual “sculpture-like” shapes of tree trunks, and interestingly shaped silhouettes of trees
(Figure 8).

The groups and clusters are quite homogenous. Besides Set 2 in the “special element”
group, they present flat clearing areas with grass or meadow-type vegetation and water
surfaces surrounded by trees or dense shrubs. No anthropogenic elements are found in
the images located at the nearest centers, although they were present elsewhere in sets. It
results in a landscape made up only of natural components but reminds more of parklands
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than forests or shrubbery, both associated with nature/wildlife. The groups of densely
growing trees are accompanied by flat terrain, allowing one to see all the sight elements.

4. Discussion. Surroundings Picked by IGS Users. The Most Frequently Chosen IGS
Landscape Elements, Photography Groups, and Universal Patterns in Them

The users tended to pick distinct landscape compositions and sights where dense
groups of trees and shrubs accompanied vast grass surfaces and meadows of one or
many species. Such surrounding elements are also a background for “special elements”
photographed by respondents. The most frequently presented types of surroundings are
meadows and dense trees or dense shrubs—water and dense shrubs or dense trees—lawn
and loose trees or water—meadow, dense trees and dense shrubs. Such a combination of
elements has been spotted by numerous researchers before [56–58] in studies carried out in
municipal parks and forests.

Without the division into sets and using the analysis of the presence of particular
elements in the centers of all 11 clusters, one could conclude which landscape elements
are most frequently picked. The predominant (most commonly chosen) element in the
cluster centers is “dense trees”, which is present six times. “Meadow” appears in five
clusters. “Lawn”, “dense shrubs”, and “loose trees” in four of them. “Water” is found in
three clusters. “Urban surroundings”, “single plant”, and “mono-meadow” are spotted in
one of them. These elements prevail in preferences to a different extent. At the same time,
they constitute integral elements of the above-mentioned landscape structures, i.e., open
spaces surrounded by vegetation. One interesting aspect is that the most vital element of
the whole set is the surroundings of “dense trees”. Such a study outcome had never been
in landscape preference research before, especially regarding IGS studies.

The remaining elements, especially those connected with green vegetation (meadow,
lawn, mono-meadow, and, to some extent, dense shrubs and loose trees), lead to the
same results as in IGS studies indicating people prefer early stages of environmental
succession [20,22]. Our research results conclude that the late succession stage (dense trees)
is incredibly universal, although it does not refer to foregrounds but rather the composition
backdrop in images. It allows us to claim that what matters to preferences is the diversity
of succession stages, their mutual penetration, and the presence of ecotones, i.e., transition
space between particular ecosystems. It should be emphasized that ecotones are crucial for
environmental biodiversity [59]. The high aesthetic preference for the biodiversity (plant
species richness) of urban green spaces in this IGS has been proven by cross-sectional
studies in many European cities [22]. However, they referred to homogeneous landscapes.
The attention to the preference towards ecotones and the diversity of stages of natural
succession is something new in the research on IGS aesthetics.

It concerns such elements as water reservoirs. Flat surfaces are preferred here
again—grass, meadow, or water reservoir surrounded by lush vegetation of trees and
shrubs. The preference for water does not come as a surprise, as has been proved in
numerous studies conducted before [39,44,60]. Some of them were carried out in Warsaw
as well, where the landscapes of the Vistula valley turned out to be the most favorite type
of landscape [1,32,35].

The results of our study lead to the conclusion that IGS users prefer a landscape type
similar to one of the classical urban parks. A total of 11 photograph clusters found in three
groups present quite even images of the preferred landscape. They are the places where
greenery is predominant, and surfaces of meadows and grass-covered areas are surrounded
with groups of trees and shrubs or densely growing trees as well as outstanding separate
plant elements—flowers, tree silhouettes, peculiar thick tree branches. The difference
between the IGS landscape preferred by our respondents and parkland lies, on the one
hand, in the “naturalness” of plant forms and the lack of anthropogenic elements in the
centers of the landscape. The “parkland without any human beings” seems to be the
universal beauty canon of informal greenery.
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Typical park landscapes are designed to form a broad prospect and shelter its users
simultaneously [61]. The explanation of the attractiveness of that type of landscape should
be found in the prospect-refuge theory by Jay Appleton [62], which is based on evolu-
tional psychology.

Still, one can find the explanation of the attractiveness of that landscape type by
referring to the classical category of picturesque, on which contemporary landscape ar-
chitecture is based. The concept of picturesque is deeply ingrained in the notion present
in eighteenth-century literature and painting that nature creates itself in a manner as if it
were designed by humans [63], becoming a concept like “parkland without human beings”.
When experiencing nature as a landscape, which has been fully developed and described
in the concept of picturesque, the sense of sight is front and center. The authors of the book
“Alternative Types of Environment,” describing the practices derived from the fact that
visuality takes the upper hand, introduced the term “spectacularization of the environ-
ment” [64]. The phenomenon is based on experiencing nature from a safe distance by an
observer who is not directly involved. Such an approach allows us to aesthetically discover
sites and vicinities of “wild nature” that in the past were considered hostile, unfriendly,
dangerous, etc. [65]. Regarding these theories, one can ask a question: To what extent does
research based on visual methods (VEP) not fall into the trap of ambient spectacularity
appealing only to the visual qualities of the IGS?

How the above-asked question is formulated implies a possible explanation of why
prototype centers lack such remarkable and frequently represented IGS landscape elements
like dead trees, windbreaks, thickets and paths, small hand-made buildings, bonfires, etc.
There is no point in jumping to the conclusion that these elements and functions accompa-
nying them (biodiversity, ecosystem values, and freedom of use) are unimportant to users.
According to the studies conducted with other methods, they are often crucial to users of
this space [23,26,30,66–68].

The research focused on aesthetic values indicates the low esteem of landscape thickets,
full of fallen trees, holes, and decaying timber, which can be explained by the need for
order and neatness in the landscape and reflects the concern for space [69]. Such care is
more visible and desirable than ecological values, often perceived as a mess and run-down
space [31,69–71]. Even in landscapes dominated by dense wood, people are inclined to
disapprove of dead timber and tend to identify its presence with inappropriate maintenance
policies run by respective services and authorities [41].

Considering municipal authorities’ use of our IGS management study, it is worth
evoking the concept of regenerative design [71–73]. It emphasizes the need for the creation
of habitats that not only decrease negative impacts on the environment but actively sup-
port regenerative processes and recovery of ecosystems. In the context of the IGS user’s
preferences analyzed, our conclusions may provide the proper perspective concerning the
sustainable design of green areas considering regenerative elements.

Still, one must bear in mind the method limitations, especially partly subjective image
tagging, which may have led to some distortions of the results. Continuing the studies
and applying a more detailed qualitative analysis is necessary. Another critical point is to
consider users’ diversity to adjust space to more diverse social expectations better.

5. Conclusions

The outcome of the study on IGS aesthetics in Warsaw shows there are two regularities
regarding the perception of such areas. The research aimed at user preferences made it
possible to distinguish the most frequently chosen IGS landscape elements and several
universal patterns applied to them. Concerning our first research question, we have
concluded that IGS users prefer environmental elements such as vast grass areas and
dense groups of trees, shrubs, and water. According to the second question asked at the
beginning of the survey and the frequency of elements, the dominant one is the grass
or water surface, which is the cornerstone for many preferred compositions. An equally
important observation, which can be classified in the repetitive, universal pattern, is that
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there are no anthropogenic elements in IGS landscape prototype centers. These conclusions
may help enhance sustainable planning of municipal greenery, especially those of IGS type,
including regenerative design and points at IGS as a new type of municipal recreational
area and several particular elements that can define the aesthetics and attractiveness of IGS.
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